FLEX Series: Most Atraumatic Cochlear Implant Electrode Arrays

When it comes to choosing a cochlear implant electrode array, atraumaticity should always be a priority. Even for a candidate with no residual hearing, intact cochlear structures are an important factor in hearing performance.

Earlier, we looked at how damage to the cochlea during insertion can significantly affect hearing outcomes. Electrode array deviation into the scala vestibuli can cause loss of natural hearing function, damage to neural structures, pitch confusion, and significantly lower speech perception scores.¹²³⁴⁵⁶

The cochlea is an incredibly delicate organ, which makes atraumatic electrode arrays an essential consideration for every patient. For more than 25 years, we’ve worked to create the most atraumatic cochlear implant electrode arrays possible.¹

Today, we’re going to look at how our FLEX series of electrode arrays offers unparalleled flexibility and atraumaticity that no other electrode array can match.¹⁴⁵⁶

FLEX Electrode Arrays

First, let’s look at the general design of our FLEX arrays. Like all MED-EL arrays, the FLEX series are free-fitting lateral wall arrays that can freely adapt to the shape and curvature of each unique cochlea. This free-fitting versatility makes FLEX arrays an excellent option for almost any cochlear implant candidate.
Currently, there are 4 electrodes in the FLEX series.

- **FLEXSOFT**: A 31.5 mm electrode array designed for Complete Cochlear Coverage; longest FLEX array.
- **FLEX28**: A 28 mm electrode array designed for Complete Cochlear Coverage; suitable for 96% of normal cochlear anatomies.\(^7,8\)
- **FLEX 24**: A 24 mm electrode array designed for Electric Acoustic Stimulation (EAS)
- **FLEX 20**: A 20 mm electrode array designed for EAS or for other specific needs.

There are 5 key design factors that make FLEX electrode arrays the most atraumatic cochlear implant electrode arrays available.

- Lateral wall array
- Optimized for round window insertion
- Wave-shaped wires
- Optimal contact spacing
- FLEX-Tip technology

No other cochlear implant array available offers this combination. Let’s look at why each factor is so important for overall flexibility and atraumaticity.
Lateral Wall Electrode Arrays

We’ve always used flexible lateral wall arrays, because they’re a key factor in atraumaticity. Several recent studies have found that electrode array scalar deviation is far more likely with perimodiolar or mid-scala electrode arrays.1,5,6,9

Pre-curved perimodiolar or mid-scala arrays are designed to curve inward, which can damage delicate structures of the cochlea. These one-size-fits-all perimodiolar electrode arrays are not designed to freely adapt to each unique cochlea.

Round Window Insertion

Surgical approach is also an important factor in hearing preservation. A cochleostomy can lead to a higher likelihood of electrodes in the scala vestibuli. Round window technique has demonstrated much better prospects of having electrodes fully in the scala tympani.5,6,10

Round window insertion has benefits beyond correct scalar placement. In addition to more consistent placement, round window insertion has also been significantly associated with the absence of hydrops and fibrosis of the inner ear, in comparison to cochleostomy. A cochleostomy may also cause more acoustic drilling trauma.17,18

Our FLEX electrode arrays are designed for round window insertion. On the FLEX28, FLEX24, and FLEX20, the basal diameter of the electrode is only 0.8 mm, enabling atraumatic insertion without the need for drilling.

Of course, these electrodes can also be inserted using traditional cochleostomy or extended-round window approach. Surgical flexibility is important, as every patient’s anatomy is unique.

Wave-Shaped Wires

All MED-EL arrays use our unique platinum-iridium wave-shaped wires. Why are wave-shaped wires so important? The waves allow the wires to bend much more easily, which significantly reduces rigidity in comparison to a straight-wire design.
This reduces insertion force, and helps minimize the risk of deviating into the scala vestibuli or damaging other cochlear structures.

Wave-shaped wires are designed to reduce electrode array insertion force in comparison to straight wires. This approximation shows how wire design may potentially affect insertion forces.

**Optimal Contact Spacing**

For superior flexibility and sound quality, our electrode arrays use 12 channels spaced evenly along a long electrode array. This minimizes channel interaction and improves mechanical flexibility.

Electrode arrays from other manufacturers use a short electrode array that is densely packed with electrode contacts. This reduces flexibility and also does not offer a natural pitch-place match across the full cochlea.\(^{11,14}\)

As we’ve seen before, the most important considerations for sound quality are achieving full cochlear coverage and delivering accurate sound coding. If electrode contacts are spaced too closely together, there’s a chance that two adjacent contacts would stimulate the same set of nerve fibers in the cochlea.
**FLEX-Tip Technology**

All MED-EL electrode arrays utilize lateral-wall design, optimal contact spacing, & wave-shaped wires. That's what makes all MED-EL arrays an excellent choice for atraumatic surgery.

So, what makes FLEX arrays the most atraumatic cochlear implant electrode arrays? That’s where FLEX-Tip technology comes in. Our FLEX arrays have a FLEX-Tip, which uses single contacts at leading end. Our other electrode arrays use 12 paired electrode contacts along the entire array.

The first 5 apical contacts are single contacts, with the rest of the FLEX array using paired contacts. By using single contacts, the FLEX-Tip of the array is more flexible and can taper down to 0.5 x 0.4 mm (FLEX28). This makes FLEX-Tip exceptionally flexible and atraumatic.

Unlike perimodiolar or mid-scala arrays, the FLEX-Tip is smoothly rounded to avoid catching on intracochlear structures. This flexible tip can gently glide along the scala tympani, avoiding damage to the basilar membrane and other delicate cochlear structures. This makes FLEX electrode arrays an excellent choice for hearing preservation surgery.

**Atraumatic Cochlear Implantation**

By combining the proven benefits of lateral wall arrays, round window insertion, wave-shaped wires, optimal contact spacing, & FLEX-Tip technology, the FLEX series offers the most flexible and atraumatic cochlear implant electrode arrays available. No other electrode array can match these key design elements.

And the benefits of atraumatic electrode insertion and structure preservation for your patients?

- Accurate electrode mapping $^{1,2}$
- Significantly better speech understanding $^{4,5}$
• Potential for hearing preservation
• Intact cochlear potential for future therapies

And, with atraumatic FLEX electrodes, you’re able to deeply insert electrode arrays safely. The benefits of being able to safely insert long electrode arrays?

• “Vocals much more clear and resonant” and “Deeper, more resonant, more natural sound”
• Significantly better speech understanding in quiet and noise
• More natural frequency mapping
• Significant improvement in speech understanding in a short time

With a versatile design and exceptional hearing outcomes, FLEX arrays are an ideal choice for nearly every cochlear implant candidate.
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Want to learn more about structure preservation surgical techniques with FLEX arrays? Check out this HD video surgical case study from Prof. Dr. Paul Van de Heyning.

Have a question about structure preservation techniques with cochlear implants? Contact us!

Make sure you get all the latest articles right to your inbox—subscribe now!

*Not all products, indications, and features shown are available in all areas. Please contact your local MED-EL representative for more information.
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